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The inverse hull of a left reductive right cancellative semigroup S is represented 
as a quotient semigroup of the free inverse monoid generated by .S. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions are established on S in order for its inverse hull to be E- 
unitary, in which case its P-representation is constructed. The inverse hull of a 
reversible cancellative semigroup is proved to be an F-inverse semigroup, for which 
an F-representation is constructed. The class of right cancellative monoids is 
provided with suitable morphisms; the resulting category is proved to be equivalent 
to a certain category of inverse monoids via the inverse hull. 1’ 1987 Academic 
Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Several authors have investigated the inverse hull of right cancellative 
monoids. Rees [ 1 l] gave an interesting proof of the Ore theorem on 
embeddability of a right reversible cancellative semigroup into a group 
(actually its group of left quotients) by means of a construction which was 
later called the inverse hull in [2]. Using the result of Clifford [ 11, it was 
established in [2, Sect. 8.41 (see also [9, X.11) that precisely bisimple 
inverse monoids can be regarded as inverse hulls of right cancellative 
monoids S satisfying the condition 
(C) for any a, b E S there exists c E S such that Sa n Sh = SC; 
we will refer to (C) as “Clifford’s condition.” Extending the work of 
Clifford, Perrot [S] proved that precisely 0-bisimple inverse monoids S can 
be considered as inverse hulls of right cancellative monoids satisfying a 
condition weaker than Clifford’s condition which admits the possibility 
that Sun Sb = (21. Pollak [lo] also studied this problem, whereas 
Knox [4] considered the inverse hull of a free monoid on a set. The inverse 
hull plays a prominent role in the work of McAlister and McFadden [6] 
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concerning the zigzag representation of inverse semigroups. Another 
extension of Clifford’s work [l] can be found in McAlister [5], where we 
again find the inverse hull. This paper and [9, X.11 contain categories and 
functors related to the semigroups mentioned above. 
We have adopted the following variant of the definition of an inverse 
hull. For a left reductive right cancellative semigroup S, its inverse hull 
C(S) is the inverse semigroup of the symmetric inverse semigroup 9(S) 
generated by the image of the right regular representation of S in j(S). In 
spite of the appearances, our definition of inverse hull is more general than 
the one adopted in [Z], as will be explained later. 
Section 1 contains some preliminary material of general nature, whereas 
Section 2 contains definitions and simple properties of concepts related to 
the inverse hull. The inverse hull of a left reductive right cancellative 
semigroup S is represented as a quotient of the free monoid M, on S in 
Section 3. This situation simplifies when S satisfies additional conditions. 
We prove in Section 4 that S is right reversible and cancellative if and only 
if C(S) is E-unitary and construct a P-representation of C(S) by means of 
the semilattice of certain left ideals of S and the group of left quotients of S. 
The inverse hull of a reversible cancellative semigroup is studied in 
Section 5, where an F-representation is constructed for it. Cancellative 
monoids are provided in Section 6 with suitable morphisms and the 
resulting category is proved to be equivalent to a category of inverse 
monoid. Finally, Section 7 contains a discussion of the results obtained 
earlier. 
1. BACKGROUND 
We list here a number of definitions and statements which will be useful 
in the main body of the paper. Concepts and simple properties concerning 
the inverse hull will be discussed in the next section. All undefined notions 
and notation can be found in [2], [3], or [9]. 
fvotation 1.1. For any semigroup S we denote by E(S) the set of all 
idempotents of S. We denote by g the least group congruence on any 
inverse semigroup. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A semigroup S is right [left] reversible if for any 
a, b E S, we have Sa n Sb # @ [as n bS # @I, and is reversible if it is both 
left and right reversible. 
DEFINITION 1.3. An inverse semigroup [group] S is a semigroup 
[group] of left quotients of a semigroup T if T is isomorphic to a sub- 
semigroup T’ of S and every element of S can be written as a- ‘b for some 
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a, b E T. The “right” concepts can be defined analogously by using 
elements ah - ‘. 
DEFINITION 1.4. In a monoid M, we will usually denote its identity by 
1. An element a of A4 is a right unit of A4 if a B 1. 
Note that in an inverse monoid kl, an element a in M is a right unit of 
Mifandonlyifaa-‘=l. 
DEFINITION 1.5. An inverse semigroup S is E-unitary if it satisfies the 
implication xy =x * y2 = y. 
For an extensive discussion of E-unitary inverse semigroups we refer to 
[9, Chap. VII]. The proofs of the theorems cited below can be found in 
this reference. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let G be a group acting on the left on a partially 
ordered set X by order automorphisms. This means that there exists a 
function G x X+ X, in notation (g, tl) + gee, such that 
(i) c( -+ gcr (a E X) is an automorphism of X for each g E G, 
(ii) (gh)a=g(ha) (g,hEG, REX). 
Let Y be a subsemilattice and an ideal of X satisfying 
(i) for every a E X there exists a E Y such that /ls ~1, 
(ii) GY=X. 
In such a case, (Y, G; X) is a McAlister triple. 
DEFINITION 1.7. For a McAlister triple ( Y, G; X), let 
P(Y, G;X)= ((a, g)E YxGIg-‘ae Y} 
with the multiplication 
where A is the semilattice operation in Y. Then P( Y, G; X) is the 
P-semigroup associated with the given McAlister triple. 
The principal result relating the above three definitions is the celebrated 
McAlister characterization of E-unitary inverse semigroups, which we state 
as follows. 
THEOREM 1.8. Zf (Y, G; X) is a McAlister triple, then P( Y, G; X) is an 
E-unitary inverse semigroup. Conversely, every E-unitary inverse semigroup 
is isomorphic to a P-semigroup. 
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DEFINITION 1.9. Any P-semigroup isomorphic to an E-unitary inverse 
semigroup S is a P-representation of S. 
An important class of E-unitary inverse semigroups may be defined as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 1.10. An inverse semigroup is an F-inverse semigroup if 
each of its a-classes admits a greatest element. 
It turns out that F-inverse semigroups are E-unitary. In addition to a 
P-representation, they admit a somewhat simpler construction as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.11. Let G be a group acting on the left on a semilattice Y 
satisfying the following axioms, where 1 is the identity of G and E is the 
identity of Y: 
(i) la=a, 
(ii) g(a A P) = ga * gB, 
(iii) g(k) = (gh) 01 A ge, 
for all g, h E G and ~1, /? E Y. The pair (Y, G) is an F-pair. 
DEFINITION 1.12. For an F-pair ( Y, G), let 
F(Y,G)={(cr, g)E YxGIolSge} 
with the multiplication 
(4 g)(B, h) = (a A gP, gh). 
The preceding three definitions are related by the following structure 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.13. Zf (Y, G) is an F-pair, then F( Y, G) is an F-inverse 
semigroup. Conversely, every F-inverse semigroup is isomorphic to F( Y, G) 
for some F-pair ( Y, G). 
DEFINITION 1.14. Any F( Y, G), where (Y, G) is an F-pair, isomorphic 
to an F-inverse semigroup S, is an F-representation of S. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We discuss here the inverse hull and the concepts related to it. For them 
we prove a few simple results most of which will be used later. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A semigroup S is left reductive if for any a, h E S, 
xa = xb for all x E S implies that a = b. In any semigroup S, for a E S, the 
function pa defined by 
p,: x + xa (XES) 
is the inner right translation qf S induced by a. The mapping x defined by 
x: a -+ pu (aES) 
is the right regular representation of S. 
We will be mainly interested in semigroups S which are left reductive 
and right cancellative. The former is equivalent to the right regular 
representation x being injective and the latter to p, being injective for all 
aE S. Under these assumptions x is then an embedding of S into the 
semigroup 9(S) of one-to-one partial transformations on S with functions 
written on the right. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For a left reductive right cancellative semigroup S, the 
inverse subsemigroup L’(S) of 4(S) generated by Sx is the inverse hull qf S. 
We hasten to remark that this definition differs slightly from the one 
adopted in [2, Sect. 8.11, where one starts with a right cancellative 
semigroup S and considers the extended right regular representation X of S, 
that is, the right regular representation of S’. In this version, the inverse 
hull of S is the inverse subsemigroup of Y(S’) generated by SX. Therefore, 
the inverse hull in [2] of S is our inverse hull of S’, where now Sr is left 
reductive. Consequently, our definition of the inverse hull is more general 
than that introduced in [2]. 
Notation 2.3. We denote by 1 the identity transformation on any set 
except when the domain A of z should be emphasized, when we write I~. 
We will now have a closer look at the inverse hull. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Every element of ,X(S) has a representation of the form 
p2,a:;...pz, where ai E S, si = + 1 for some positive integer n. We call n the 
length of such a representation. 
LEMMA 2.5. Every element of Z(S) admits a representation of the,form 
P=Pb,Ph;‘Ph,-.Pg: 
for some bi E S and positive integer k. 
Proof: For let p=p~,p~..-p~, where ai E S, si = + 1 for some positive 
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integer n. If &i=&i+i = 1, then p=p~~p~~...p.illi+,...p~ and if 
Ej= Ej+ 1 = - 1, then p = p;;pz;. . . p;+‘,,, . . . pt. We may thus always find a 
representation of p with alternating signs of si. 
It is clear that for any a ES, we have pupil = z. If now p = 
P,'Pu2-P~!,Pu.~ then we get p = p,,p,:‘pu2 . . . p&p,;p;‘, which finally 
gives a representation of p of the desired form. 
Notation 2.6. For each partial transformation p on a set, we denote by 
dp its domain and by rp its range. 
It is well known that d(p,p,) = (rp, ndp,) p;‘. 
Notation 2.7. For any semigroup S, a subset A of S and an element a 
of S. we write 
A:a= {xESIxaEA} 
LEMMA 2.8. Let p = p,, p”;’ . . . p&,’ E C(S). Then 
dp = [(Sa,,: a2h-l)a2h-2: .ee] a2:a1 
end dp is a left ideal of S. 
Proof. The argument is by induction on the length of the above 
representation of p. For h = 1, we have 
d(p,,p,‘)=(rp,,ndp,‘)p,‘=(Sa,nSa2)p,’ 
=Sn(Sa,:a,)=Sa,:a, 
and Sa, :a, = {x E S 1 xa, E Sa2} is evidently a left ideal of S. 
Suppose that the required property is true for all k < h. We first compute 
d(p,,p,'...~,:)=Crp,,nd(p,' ...P;:)IP;’ 
= Csa, ndb;‘-..p;~)Ip;’ 
= d(p;’ . ..p.i):a, 
= Crp;‘nd(p,,p;’ ..-p;i)l Paz: aI 
= Cd(Pu3p;’ ...P&‘)I a2:al. 
By the induction hypothesis, we have 
dh,,p,’ . ..pu.~)=[(Sa2,:a,,~,)a2,-,: . ..]a4.a, 
and thus 
d(p,,p&l ..-p;,‘)= { [(Sa,,: a2h--l)a2h-2: ... 1 a4 :a31 a2 :a,. 
481/111/l-6 
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Further, by the induction hypothesis, we have that 
[(Su,,:u,,~,)u,,-,: . ..]u4.a, 
is a left ideal of S and hence also 
z= { [(Su,, :a&,) U*h-2 : ...I u4:u3} u2 
is a left ideal of S. Now let x E I: a, and y E S. Then xu, E Z and thus 
y(xu, ) E Z, which gives yx E I: a,. This shows that 
{[(Su,,:u,,~,)u,~-*: . ..]u4.u3}u2:ul 
is a left ideal of S. 
DEFINITION 2.9. We call divisor of S any left ideal of S of the form 
D=[(Su,,:u,,-,)a,,_,: ..-]~~:a, 
and call h the length of such a representation of D. We denote by g(S) the 
set of all divisors of S. In the case that no confusion might arise, we write 
9 instead of g(S). 
Remark 2.10. It is clear that to each divisor D of S we may associate 
an element p of z(S) such that, by Lemma 2.8, dp = D. It now follows from 
Lemma 2.8 that divisors of S are precisely the domains of elements of E(S). 
Since we are dealing here with one-to-one partial transformations, we 
obtain 
JW(S))= (1, IDEWV). 
We also note that for D = [ (Su,, : uZh ~, ) u2,, _z : . . . ] u2 : u, we further have 
At this point, we give a simple characterization of C(S). Recall from [3] 
that a subsemigroup U of a semigroup S dominates an element d of S if any 
two homomorphisms of S which coincide on U also coincide on d. The set 
of all elements of S dominated by U is the dominion Dom,( U) of U in S. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let S be a left reductive right cuncellutive semigroup 
and let x be its right regular representation. Then 
Proof. Any two homomorphisms of ,X(S) which coincide on Sx must 
coincide also on z(S) and thus z(S) G Dom,(,,(SX). Since z(S) is an 
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inverse semigroup, it is absolutely closed (see [ 3, Theorem 2.14]), which 
implies that Dom,&Z(S)) = C(S) whence Dom,YC,,( Sx) = C(S). 
Note that a similar argument can be used to prove that for a sub- 
semigroup T of an inverse semigroup S, Dam,(T) is the inverse 
subsemigroup of S generated by T. 
3. THE INVERSE HULL OF A LEFT REDUCTIVE 
RIGHT CANCELLATIVE SEMIGROUP 
The purpose of this section is to provide a description and certain 
properties of the inverse hull of a left reductive right cancellative 
semigroup. 
We first observe that the inverse hull C(S) of such a semigroup S, con- 
taining an isomorphic copy of S as a set of generators, is a homomorphic 
image of the free monoid M, on the set S. In our discussion on this subject, 
we will use the following symbolism. 
NOTATION 3.1. Let M, denote the free monoid on S. On M, we 
introduce the following relations. 
R, = {(au-‘, l)la~S}, 
R,= {(a,u;‘u,~~~u,‘, uu,u;’ . ..u~‘u)lu.~S, u, UEM,, 
C(SQ2h :a*&,) u*h-*: ... 1 a2 :a, = 0>, 
R,= {(u,u;‘u, ~~~u,‘,b,b,‘~~~b,‘)~~,,b~~S, 
[(Su,, :a**-,) Q-2: ...I a, :a, 
=[(SbZk:b2k-,)b2k-2:...]b2:b,#12j, 
. 
and there exist x,, x2, . . . . x,,, y,, y,, . . . . y, ES with xh = y, 
such that for every ~~[(Su,,:u,,~,)u,,~,: . ..]~.:a,, 
xu, = x,u*, xb, =y,b,, 
xl”3 = x2a4, y,b3 =y,b,, 
Xh-l”2h-I=Xhu2h, yk-1bs-1 =ydml, 
R, = {relations in S}, 
R=R,uR2uR3uR4. 
For any relation p, we denote by p* the congruence on M, generated by p. 
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Note that the above defined relations R, and R, can be characterized as 
follows, using the image Sx: 
R,= {(a,a;’ . ..a-’ -I... 2h , uala2 a,‘u)lu, vEM,, aiES, 
d(p,,p,‘-p,;)=E% 
R,= {(a,a;’ . ..a.‘,b’b;‘...b,‘)(ai, bjES, 
d(pu,p,’ . ..p.:)=d(p,,p,‘...p,-,‘)#~ and 
for every x~d(p~‘p;’ . ..p&.), we have 
xP,lP,‘.‘.P,-,L=XPb,Pb2’...Pb2:}. 
We will use these expressions below without further comment. 
With this notation, we can enunciate our first result as follows. 
THEOREM 3.2, For a left reductive right cancellative semigroup S, the 
mapping 
e:af’a9...a~~p~~p~...p~ (aiES,Ei= +l, 1 lisn) 
is a homomorphism of M, onto C(S) which induces R*. 
Proof First note that 0 is single-valued, since M, is the free inverse 
monoid on S, and is thus a homomorphism. Let B be the congruence 
induced by 8. It remains to show that 8= R. 
Since for every aE S, in C(S) we have pop;’ = 1, R, G 17. Further, if 
d(p,,p,‘...~,:)=C(Sa,,:a,,-‘)a~,~,: . ..la2.a,=0, 
then pO,pO;’ ...pO;’ =0 and thus IP,,P;~ . ..p.‘p=OforanyII,pEZ(S).It 
follows that R, E 8. If now a’a; l . ..a.‘R,b’b;’ ... b;‘, then it follows 
easily that pa, p; ’ . . pu, ’ = pb, pi l . . p;,' , hence R, 5 iJ Finally, since Z(S) 
contains an isomorphic copy of S, we also have R, E 8. Therefore R* s 8. 
Conversely, suppose that ai’ap ’ ‘. azBb:‘b:2.. . bz, where ai, bj E S, 
Ed= fl, qj= +l, l_Iisn, lsjjm, that is to say 
PEl p”2 . . . p”n = p;I;p;; . . f 
0, 02 a. P;jE. (1) 
The exponents si and qj may be taken to alternate in sign. 
Ifs’=-1 in(l), then 
with 
pa;‘p;;. . . pz = po,p,:‘p”2 . .p”n 
a2 “n 
a-‘@ . . .@R:a,(a:)- @ . ..a.. 
I 
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If .s,= 1 in (l), then 
P”:, P”:, .. . Pa.=P:,P:;-PufP,,' 
with 
a;la;Z... a R:a”laQ...a2a-’ n 12 nn’ 
In view of this, every element p = p:,p”:, . . p”u”, can be written in the form 
P=Px,Px,'-P ;*,I with X,E S and 
ayay... a:RFx,x;’ ...x~/~. 
Hence (1) always implies that 
with 
P,,P,,' .'. P,: = PQP,' y;,' (2) 
aylaq... a:Rfx,x;‘...x,‘, 
b;‘b;l . ..b.mR:y,y;‘...y;‘. (3) 
Because of this reduction, we may assume that in (1) we actually have 
E, = 1, n = 2h, q, = 1, m = 2k. Now relation (1) implies that 
d(p,,p,'...p,:)=d(p,,p,'...~,;l). (4) 
Assume first that d(pu,p; l . . . pu;j) = @. Taking into account the form of 
this domain and the definition of R,, we obtain, for any U, u E M,, 
a,a,‘.-.az;’ R,ua,a,’ . ..a.‘v. 
In particular, taking u = b, 6; 1 . . . b&l and v = 1, we get 
-I... ala2 a,‘R,b,b;‘...b,‘a,a;‘...a,‘. (5) 
It follows from (4) that d(p,,pG’ . . . pi:) = @ whence for any w, z E M,, 
blb;1-~b~1R2wblb;1-~b$z. 
In particular, taking w = 1 and z = a, a; ’ . . . a,‘, we have 
bib,’ ... b,‘R2b,b,’ .--bG’a,a,‘...a,‘. (6) 
It follows from (5) and (6) that 
a,a;‘-..a,‘R$b,b,‘..-b,‘. (7) 
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If d(P,IP;l ...pu;l) # 0, then taking into account the form of this 
domain and the definitions of pa and of R,, we obtain directly that 
-I... ala2 a2;LR,b,b2-‘...b,1. 
By (2) and what we have just proved, it follows that either 
(8) 
x,x;‘...x,‘R:y,y, -I... Yz,’ (9) 
or 
--1... 
x1x2 x2/ -‘R,Y, Y, -I... Y2r’. (10) 
By virtue of (3), (7), (8), (9), and (lo), relation (1) therefore implies that 
aila?... a”nR*bTl by . . . b’lm n In, 
which proves that BE R*. Therefore 8= R* as claimed. 
We now consider several cases in which some of the relations Ri can be 
omitted, and the corresponding conditions in terms of the semigroup S and 
its inverse hull Z(S). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The foBowing conditions on a left reductive right 
cancellative semigroup S are equivalent. 
(i) S is right reversible. 
(ii) C(S) is simple. 
(iii) If C(S) is nontrivial, it has no zero. 
(iv) R2=@. 
ProujI (i) impZies (ii). Repeating the proof of [S, Lemma 3.21, one 
shows easily that C(S) is O-simple. It thus suffices to prove that Z(S) has 
no zero element. Equivalently, we must show that for any a,, a2, . . . . a2,, E S, 
we have d(p,,p;’ . . . pa;:) # 0. The argument is by induction on h. For 
h = 1, the domain is nonempty. Suppose that the statement holds for all 
k < h. Hence there exists c E [ (SaZh : a*,, _ 1) a2h _ 2 : . . . ] a4 :a3. Since S is 
right reversible, there exist x, y E S such that xca2 = ya, whence 
YE fC(Sa2, :a2h-1)a2h-2:.--]a4:a3)a2:aI 
and thus d(p,, p;’ . . p,-,‘) # 0. 
(ii) implies (iii). This is trivial. 
(iii) implies (iv). Th’ IS o f 11 ows directly from Theorem 3.2. 
(iv) implies (i). By the hypothesis, there exist no elements 
al, a,, . . . . a,,eS for which [(Sa,,:a,,-,)a,,-,:...]a,:a,=@. In par- 
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ticular, for any a, b E S, we must have Sa : b # @ so that there exists x E S 
such that xb E Su, which gives San Sb # 0. Therefore S is right reversible. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The following conditions on a right cancellative monoid 
S are equivalent. 
(i) S satisfies Clifford’s condition. 
(ii) C(S) is bisimple. 
(iii) C(S) is a semigroup of left quotients of Sx. 
(iv) 8= (R, u R3 v R4), where 
i?,= ((a,a,‘...a,‘,b-‘c)l[(Sa,,:a,,_,)a,,~,: . ..]az.a,=Sb 
and there exist x,, ,,., x,, E S such that 
ba, = x, a*, . . . . Xi- 1 U2i- 1 = XjU2iy ...) xh=c} 
and the first projection of R, into M, is onto. 
Proof (i) implies (ii). This follows from [9, X.l.lO(iii) and X.1.111. 
(ii) implies (iii). This follows from [9, X.1.5 and X.l.lO(iii)]. 
(iii) implies (iv). Let a,, a,, . . . . aZh E S and consider the element 
PLI,P;1 --P,: 4 C(S). The hypothesis implies that p,, po, l . . . p$ = P; ’ p( 
for some b. c E S. It follows that 
d(p,,p,‘.--p,:)=[(Su,,:a,,_,)a,,-,: ..-]a,:a,=d(p,‘p,.)=Sb 
and bpa,phl . . . pii = c, which implies 
--I pa1 PO2 pu3 c- ca, =x1u2- x1 - ‘.mXj-Iu2i-1 
-I -1 
P.2, Po2tl 
=xia2i- xi- ... -x,=b. 
Consequently a,~;’ . -.a;‘R,bb’c, wh’ h ic proves that the first projection 
of R, equals M,. 
Since R, G R,, Theorem 3.2 implies that (R, u R, u R4)* c 8. In order to 
prove the opposite inclusion, in view of Theorem 3.2, it suffices to prove 
that R2=52/ and R,cR:. 
Consider D=[(SUzh:a2h-1)a2h-Z:...]az:al with U,,U,,...,Q,ES. 
Then D = d(p,, p&i . . . p,-,‘) and the hypothesis implies that 
P&$-P,-,‘= pc pd for some c, de S. It follows that D = d(p; ‘pd) = 
SC # 0, which proves that R, = 0. 
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Suppose next that a, a, ’ . . . u;~’ R, b, b, i . . b;’ . This means that 
pIl, pa; ’ . . . pa;: = pb, pi ’ . . pg:. The hypothesis implies that 
P~,Po,‘...PuZhl=P~r’Pd, Ph,Ph2’...P~~=P~~‘P11 
for some c, d, u, w E S. It follows that 
-I... ala2 a2;‘R,c-‘d 3 b,b;-’ -b,‘R 3v -‘w. (11) 
Further. 
P<:‘Pd= P;‘Pw= (P”P;‘)(P,‘PII,)(P~P,~‘) = P”P”-2P:,P,i’ 
so that 
and similarly 
vu -2W2W-‘R3C-‘d 
vu -2W*W-‘R3U-‘W, 
which implies that c-‘dE: v-‘w. But then (11) implies that 
ala;‘..- a,‘R:b’b, . . . b,’ . Therefore R, E i?:, as required. 
(iv) implies (i). Let a, b E S. Since the first projection of i?, is equal to 
M,, there exist c, d E S such that 
aa -2ab-‘b2b-‘R c-‘d 3 T 
which, again by the hypothesis, implies that 
PaP;2PaPb ‘pip;‘= P;‘P,P6’Pb= P,‘Pd. 
Since p; ’ pap;‘pb is an idempotent, we must have c = d. Hence 
p;‘pllp;‘pb=pC:‘pr, which implies 
SanSb=d(p;‘p,p;‘pb)=d(pC:‘pC)=Sc. 
Therefore S satisfies Clifford’s condition. 
F~OFQSITION 3.5. Zf S is a free semigroup, then 8= (R, u R,)*. 
Proof It is well known that the hypothesis implies that R, = 0. 
Assume that there exist elements a,, a,, . . . . a2h, b’, b,, . . . . b2k E S such that 
PalPa;’ -P,:=Pb,P~‘-Pi$ d(p,,p,‘-~,;)+12(. (12) 
Let xEd(pa,p;‘.-.po;‘). Then xa’ =x’a2 for some x,ES. By 
equidivisibility of a free monoid, one of the following cases occurs. 
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Case 1. a, = ula2. We get P~,P;’ = P,,P,,P;’ = P,, and thus 
ala2 -‘R:u, and hence 
Pa,Pa;lPa,-- Pa; = P”,‘,P$ -p,: 
with 
-I ala2 a3...a2h -‘R:u,a,a;’ . ..a.‘. 
Case 2. a,=u,a,. We have prr,p~l=p~,prr,lpv~‘=pv~L, which implies 
that a,a,‘R:u;’ so that 
with 
-1 ala2 a3...aZh -‘R~v;‘a3~-~a~h1. 
We have thus reduced the word pu,po;’ .. . p;L to a word over 
Sxu (Sx))’ of length less than 2h so that ala;’ .-.a&’ is Rr-related to the 
corresponding word on S u S- ’ of length less than 2h. 
Repeating this procedure on pulo3prr,11 in the first case or on puspa;’ 
in the second case, the length of the representation can be further reduced. 
After a finite number of steps, always working on the first pair of the form 
P.V,P.\-,‘? we arrive at pcr,p;1...p;i=pc;1p’.2 with a,a;1~~~a~1R~c~1c2. 
An analogous argument shows that pb, pg’ . . . pi: = pz ’ pg with 
b&l- b,‘RTd; 1 d2 for some d,, d2 E S. Consequently the first part of 
(12) takes on the form p; 1 p,, = p; 1 pdZ. Hence, for any x E d(p;’ p,,) = SC, 
we have 
-1 PC, PC2 x=wc,- w- wc2, 
P$ f’dz 
x=zd,---+ z- zd,, 
so that wc2 = zd2. From the last equation, by equidivisibility, one of the 
following three cases must occur. 
Case 1. c2 = ud,, where u E S. It follows that wc2 = wud, = zd, and, by 
cancellation, we get wu = z whence x = wud, = wci so that ud, = ci. It then 
follows that 
d(p,‘p,,) = SC, = W;h,) = S4 
and thus Sd, = Sud,. But then ud, = vud, for some v E S and hence 
uud, = u2ud,, which implies that u = u2. Since S is a free semigroup, it 
contains no idempotents. This shows that this case cannot occur. 
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Case 2. dz = UC,, where UE S. By symmetry, this case cannot occur 
either. 
Case 3. c2 =d2. The argument in the first part of Case 1 shows that 
then cz =d,. 
Therefore, it follows from (12) that 
-’ . . . ala2 az;‘R:h,b;‘...b;‘. 
Since (12) is equivalent to 
-I... ala2 az;‘R3blb;L...bFk’, 
we obtain R, E R: and consequently (R, u R, u R3)* = (R, u R,)*. We 
have remarked that R, = 0, which then in view of Theorem 3.2 completes 
the proof. 
4. THE INVERSE HULL OF A RIGHT REVERSIBLE 
CANCELLATIVE SEMIGROUP 
We first characterize the semigroups S in the title of this section as those 
for which Z(S) is an E-unitary inverse semigroup. Then we construct a 
P-representation of C(S) in terms of parameters derived directly from S. 
THEOREM 4.1. The following conditions on a left reductive right can- 
cellative semigroup S are equivalent. 
(i) S is right reversible and cancellative. 
(ii) S is embeddable into its group of left quotients. 
(iii) L’(S) is E-unitary. 
Proof (i) implies (ii). This is essentially &e’s theorem for embed- 
dability of semigroups atisfying (i) into a group. In the Ore construction, 
the group in question is actually the group of left quotients of S. Rees [ 111 
gave a proof of &e’s theorem using the inverse hull of S (see [2, 
Theorems 1.23 and 1.241). 
(ii) implies (ii). This is due to Dubreil; for a proof, see [2, 
Theorem 1.241. 
(i) implies (iii). Let p EC(S), DEB and assume that zap = zg. It 
follows that D n dp = d(z,p) = dz, = D so that D c dp. Now let x E dp and 
aE D. By right reversibility, there exist y, ZE S such that ya =zax. Hence 
zax E D E dp since D is a left ideal of S. But then 
za(xp) = (zax) p = (ya) p = y(az,p) = y(az,) =ya = zax, 
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which by cancellation in S yields xp =x. It follows that p is idempotent 
and therefore Z(S) is E-unitary. 
(iii) implies (i) Let x, a, b E S satisfy xa= xb. It follows that 
p~~p,(p,p;‘) = p;‘pXpbp;‘, which by E-unitariness yields that pap;’ is 
idempotent. Then (p,p;‘) CJ = 1 in the group C(S)/a, which implies that 
(p; i p,) (T = 1. Since Z(S) is E-unitary, this gives that p; ‘pO is idempotent. 
Consequently 
P,Pb? = (pbpbl)(p~pb’)(PaP;l)= Pb(Pb1Pn12 Pi’= PbPblPaPlll = z. 
Thus, for any z E S, we have 
z--f-L za=yb 
-I 
pb 
‘Y=z, 
that is, za = zb. Since S is left reductive, we deduce that a = b. Therefore S 
is also left cancellative. If C(S) has a zero, it must be trivial since it is 
E-unitary. If C(S) does not have a zero, Proposition 3.3 implies that S is 
right reversible. 
For the remainder of this section, we fix a right reversible cancellative 
semigroup S and construct a P-representation for its inverse hull C(S). 
This is effected by describing the various ingredients of this representation 
in a sequence of lemmas. 
The first lemma takes care of the group in the P-representation. Recall 
from Theorem 4.1 that S has a group of left quotients. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a group of left quotients of S. The mapping 
*:a-+p,a (UES) 
extends to an isomorphism of G onto Z(S)/a. 
ProojI First note that @ maps S into Z(S)/a. Assume that p. o pb for 
a, bcS. There exists an idempotent rD of Z(S) such that pazD=pblD. 
Hence, for every x~d(p,z,), we have xa= xb, which implies that a= b by 
cancellation in S. This proves that + is one-to-one. It follows that S+ is a 
subsemigroup of Z(S)/0 isomorphic to S. Since Z(S) is generated by Sx 
and S$ z S z Sx, we deduce that C(S)/0 is generated by S$. But this 
means that .Z(S)/o is isomorphic to the smallest subgroup containing S, 
that is, to the group of left quotients of S. 
We now turn to the semilattice of idempotents in the P-representation. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let C2 = g(S) be the set of all divisors of S with the 
operation of set theoretical intersection. The mapping 
5: D --+ l,, (DEB) 
is an isomorphism of 9 onto E(C(S)). 
Proof: Recall that idempotents of C(S) are precisely the restrictions of 
the identity mapping z to divisors of S. Hence the mapping 
l: D -+ z,, (DEB) 
is a one-to-one correspondence of 9 and E(Z(S)). Now let 
D, = [(Sa,, :aZh- ,) azhp2: ...I a2 :a, 
and 
be two divisors of S. It follows that 
and 
ID2 =Ph,Ph;’ -.P$Ptfzr . ..Ph?Piy’. 
Moreover, 
d(~Dl~D2)=Dl nD2=d(lD,lD,lD2) 
=~(P~,...P~Z:...P~~‘PL~,...PUZ~~PUZ~ 
. ..P”.‘Ph,..‘P~~Ph*r...Phl’) 
= W,, -.Pi&‘PbU;--Piy’P -.P,-,‘) 
=(C((((Sa2,:a2~-,)a2h2~‘...)a2:al)bl:b2) 
+-.b,,-, :b,,] b,, :b,,-,} . . ..b., 
which shows that D, n D, is a divisor and hence 9 is a semilattice. Since 
zD,zDz =lDlnDZ, we also have that r is an isomorphism. 
Next we need a suitable copy of the partially ordered set X figuring in a 
P-representation. Our construction follows the procedure for obtaining X 
devised by Munn [7]. 
On 9 x S x S we define a relation r by 
(DI, XI 9 YI) 7 (Dz, xz, 14 
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if and only if there exist ai, b;, z,, z2 E S, i = 1,2, . . . . 2h, such that 
D,=[(Su,,:u,,~,)a,~~,: ~.‘]U,xz,, 
D,= [(Su, :~,)a,: ...I uZh-- :uZh, 
(13) 
(14) 
b,k-lb-,a,,-, =bxux (k = 3, 4, ,.., h), 
ZlXl =zzxz, (15) 
and 
v(b,,~,b,,_,.--b,)=wz,y,ovbZh=wz2y2 (u, WES). (16) 
LEMMA 4.4. The relation z is an equivalence on $3 x S x S. 
Proof: The relation p introduced in [7, p. 721 in our case is defined on 
E(C(S)) x G by 
(lo,, 8,) P (lo;, g2) 
if and only if there exists XE (g;’ g,) $ such that zD, = xx-l and 
l&=x -Ix, where G is the group of left quotients of S and Ic/ is the natural 
isomorphism of G onto C(S)/a. In view of this, and since G is the group of 
left quotients of S, p can be considered as a relation on E(C(S)) x S x S 
defined by 
(ZD,? XI, Yl) P (lop X2? Y2) 
if and only if there exists XE [(x;’ y,))’ (x;’ y2)] 9 such that zD, =xx-’ 
and rD,=x -lx. This means that there exist a,, u2, . . . . uZh E S such that 
101 =P~,Pu,l...P,:P”u,...P1l*P,L, 
lD2 = PUB . ..PIIIP~~.lPo,P,‘...P~~h’, 
so that (13) holds by Lemma 2.8, and 
PII,P,$ ... P,;dP;‘P,,)-’ (P,‘PyJ 
In view of Lemma 4.2, this implies that in the group G of left quotients of 
S, we have 
(u;‘u:)(u;‘u3). . . [(u$J-’ a%] = y;‘xIx~‘y,. (17) 
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Since S is right reversible, there exist h, , hz, . . . . h,, E S such that (14) holds, 
whence 
(a;‘a:)(u,‘u,)“’ [(L&y U2h] =h,‘h,a,u,’ .“U2,, 
=h;‘h,‘h,u,...u;,,’ 
= . . . =h,‘bj’...h- ’ z,, I h 211. 
In addition, there exist zl, Z,ES such that (15) holds so that 
y,‘x,x;’ y, = y;‘z,‘z,y,= (Z’Y,) ’ z2y2 
and thus (17) is valid if and only if 
(~2h~,...~3~I)-1~*h=(~‘YI~~’ (Z,Y*), 
that is, if and only if (16) takes place. Therefore (I,,,, xl, y,) p (I,,~, +Y~, yr) 
implies (Dl, xl, Y, 1 T (D2, x2, y2). 
Conversely, let (Dl, xl, yl) T (D,, x2, y2). This means that there exist 
ui, !I;, z, , z2 E S, i = 1, 2, . . . . 2h, such that relations (13)-( 16) hold. It follows 
from (16) that in the group G of left quotients, we have 
(~2,-‘~2,1-,~~~~‘) ‘h2,1=(-,I”) -‘(-24’2). 
Taking into account (14) and (15), we obtain in G, 
(b2h-,hz-x... h’)--‘h,,~=u’u,’ . ..a.‘, 
(Zl Yl)r’ ~2Y,=Y,-‘~~lx,‘Yz> 
and thus a I a; I . a,’ = y ; ’ xl x;- ’ y, in G. Therefore 
P,,P& -P$ E [(Xl ‘YIJF’ (-~2’Y2)1 ti. 
We obtain from (13) that 
that is to say 
Therefore (Dl,xl, Y,)T P2,x2, v2) implies (iD17xl, Y,)T (ID2Fx2, y2). 
We have proved that r = p. Now [7, Lemma l] gives that t is an 
equivalence. 
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Let X= (9 x S x S)/t and denote by [II, x, y] the r-class of (D, x, y). 
Define a relation i on X by 
if and only if there exists D, E 9 such that 
(03, XI, Y, 1 T (02, ~2, ~21, D, 5 D,. (18) 
LEMMA 4.5. The relation 5 is a partial order on X. 
Prooj In [7], it is set X= (E(.Z(S)) x G)/p. The correspondence 
4: CD, x, ~1 -+ (10, x -‘y) is a bijection between the two sets as it was 
proved in the preceding lemma. Therefore the two sets may be identified. 
On the set (E(Z(S)) x G)/p it is defined in [7] by a relation 
(l&V x;‘Y,)P~(b,~x;‘Y2)P 
if and only if there exists zgj such that 
(ZD,, XI’ YdP=(b,~x;‘Y2h 10, G z/l1 (19) 
and is proved that 5 is a partial order on X. 
In view of the correspondence 4 mentioned above, a simple argument 
shows that the definitions (18) and (19) are equivalent. Hence [7, 
Lemma 51 implies that our relation s is a partial order on X. 
We now define an action of G on X as 
x-‘~~CD,z,wl=CQz,x, ~1~1 (x, Y, z, WCS, DEQ), (20) 
where z, , y,ESsatisfyz,y=y,z. 
LEMMA 4.6. The above action of G on X is by order automorphisms. 
Proof: The action of G on X in [7] is defined by 
ko(a,g)=(a,k)p (k, g E G, a E -W(S))). (21) 
In our case, G is a group of left quotients of S and X= (9 x S x S)/z. Let 
x- ‘y E G and [D, z, w] E X. As in the proof of the preceding lemma, we 
may identify [D, z, w] with (I~, ZC’W). Hence 
x-‘yo (ZD, z-’ w)P=(z,,x~‘yz-‘w)P=(~,, (z,x)-‘Y,W)P, 
where z, y= y,z. But (zD, (z,x)-‘y,w)p can be identified with 
[D, zIx, y, w], which shows that the actions (20) and (21) are the same. 
Now [7, Lemma S] asserts that the action is by order automorphisms. 
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We now let 
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Y=([D,x,x]IDE9, XES} 
LEMMA 4.1. The set Y is an order ideal of X and a semilattice relative to 
the order defined above. The operation A induced on Y by the partial order 
s is given by 
CD,, xl, x,1 A C&,x2, 4 = Co, nD2, x1x2, x,4. (22) 
In particular Y 2 9. 
ProoJ According to [7], we get Y={(lg, l)pjD~9j. Since (I~, 1)~ 
can be identified with [D, x, x], where x E S, our Y coincides with that 
in [7] and is thus an order ideal and a semilattice relative to I by [7, 
Lemma 71. By the same reference, we also have 
(ZD,? 1) P * (lo27 1) P = (~n,lo2, 1) P = (In, n&T 1) P 
which by the usual identification coincides with (22). In addition, [7, 
Lemma 63 yields that 
l/J + (10, 1) P (DEB) 
is an isomorphism of E(C(S)) onto Y. But 
D -+ lo (De91 
is an isomorphism of 9 onto E(C(S)). The composition of these two 
isomorphisms D + [D, x, x] provides the needed isomorphism for YE $8. 
We are finally ready for the desired P-representation of C(S). 
THEOREM 4.8. Let S be a right reversible cancellative semigroup. Then 
(Y, G; X), with Y, G, and X defined above, is a McAlister triple and the 
mapping 
where ZES is arbitrary and x-‘y=a;‘a:a;‘...(a:,)~’ aZh in G, is an 
isomorphism of Z(S) onto P( Y, G; X). 
Proof. That (Y, G; X) is a McAlister triple follows from preceding 
lemmas. On the other hand, it is proved in [7, p. 751 that, in our notation, 
the mapping 
8: Pu,P;’ .-P&i -((Pu,P,‘-P;;~ 1 1 P, (P,,P,’ -P&9 6) 
is an isomorphism of Z(S) onto P( Y, G; X). 
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On the other hand, there exists an isomorphism 
(Pu,P,‘-~P&‘~ l)p~C{(~~*h:a*,-,)a,,~*:...}a,:a,,z,zl 
of Y in [7] and our Y, and an isomorphism 
(P,,P,‘.-.P,:)a~x-‘y, 
where u,a;‘~~~a~~‘=a~‘a~u;‘~~~(u~,)~‘u,,=x~’y, of C(S)/0 onto G, 
and these isomorphisms are compatible with the action of the 
corresponding groups on partially ordered sets. Therefore Ic/ is an 
isomorphism of Z(S) onto P( Y, G; X). 
We can make the definition of P( Y, G; X) in our case more explicit by 
introducing an isomorphic copy of it as follows. 
Remark 4.9. Consider the set 
~=(({(Su,,:u,,~l)u,,-,:~~~}a,:ul,x~ly)~ui,x,yES, 
x-‘y=(u~‘a~)(u~1u3)~~~(u~1u2i+l)~~~(u~,)~1 u2,, in G} 
with the product 
~~‘~~,‘Y1~~~~2~~,‘Y*~=~~,,~,‘y,~, 
where 
D,=[(Su,,:u,,~,)u,,~,: . ..]u.:u,, 
D,=[(Sb,k:b,,-,)b,,-,: . ..]b2.bl, 
~,=~C~~~~~,,:~,,~,~~,~~,:~~~)~,:b,)u~,:u~,-,]u~,~~:~~~~u~:ul, 
x~‘Y3=(x;‘Yl)(x;‘Y2) in G. 
We now show briefly that (C, .) is isomorphic to C(S). Indeed, the 
mapping 
0: Pa,Po,’ .-P&’ -‘([(Su,,:u,,-,)a,,-,: ..-]a,:a,,x-‘y) 
with ~~‘y=u;‘u~u;‘u,~--(a:,)-’ u2,, in G is a bijection since G g Z(S)/0 
by Lemma 4.2, 
~((Sa*h:u*hm,)02hm*: --.}“2:“1, = (P,,P,’ ...P,:)(P,;..P,,P,‘), 
and, as is verified easily, 8 preserves the product. 
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5. THE INVERSE HULL OF A REVERSIBLE CANCELLATIVE SEMIGROUP 
We perform here an analysis analogous to that in the preceding section 
for the semigroups S in the title of this section. For them we find several 
characterizations, one of which is that C(S) be an F-inverse semigroup 
satisfying an extra condition. For C(S) we then construct an F-represen- 
tation in terms of ingredients derived from S. 
To start with, we prove two auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let S be a subsemigroup of a group G. Zf a,, a,, . . . . al,, E S, 
then 
[(Sa,, :aZh- ,) azhp2 : ... 1 a2 :a, 
=SnSa,a,‘n ... nSa,,a&l,...a,a;‘, 
where the right-hand side is considered as the intersection of subsets of G. 
Proof First note that for any T s S and any a,, a, E S, we have 
Ta,:a,={xESIxa,=ta,forsome tET} 
= (xESIx=taZa;’ in G for some tE T} 
= Sn Ta,a,‘. 
We now proceed by induction on h. If h = 1, the assertion follows from the 
fact just proved with T= S. Assume the assertion valid for all k < h and let 
T=[(Sa,,,:a,,-,)a,,,-,: . ..]a4.a3 
=SnSa,a3-ln ... nSa,,a,l, ..-a,a3-‘. 
Then, by the above, we get 
[(Sa2h:a2hp,)a2h-2: ..-a4:a3]a2:al 
= Ta, :a, = Sn Ta2a;L 
=Sn(SnSa,a;‘n ... nSazha,!, . ..a.a,‘)a,a;’ 
=SnSa,a;‘nSa,a;‘a,a;‘n ... nSa,,a,L,...a,a;‘, 
as required. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let S be a right cancellative monoid. Then {P.~ 1 x E S) is the 
set of all right units of L+(S). 
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Proof Since for any x E S, we have p,p;’ = 1 in C(S), it follows that 
{ pX 1 x E S} c R,. We now prove the opposite inclusion by induction on the 
length of the representation p.,p;,’ . .. p,-,‘. Let A = {pX I x E S}. 
Let h = 1 and assume that pU,pU;’ E R,. Then (p,,p;‘)(p,,p&‘)= r and 
thus d(Po,P;‘p02P;‘) = S whence Sa, c Su, so that a, = zu2 for some z E S. 
We get xp,, p&’ = xz for ail x E S and thus p,,p;’ = p, E A. This proves the 
statement for the case h = 1. 
Assume the statement true for all k < h and let pII,p;’ ...p$ E R,. 
Then pa, po;’ . . . P;; pnzh . . . pOzpa;i = z so that its domain equals S. It 
follows that Sal E Sa2 whence pII,p&’ = pz, as above, which implies 
that pc,,p,i . . . p,: = ~~~~~~~~ . . . pii. By the induction hypothesis, 
Pza,Pa;l ... Pa-,’ = p,,, for some w E S so that p,,p;’ . ..p.-,’ = pW, as required. 
We now are ready for the characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. The following conditions on a left reductive right can- 
cellative semigroup S are equivalent. 
(i ) S is reversible and cancellative. 
(ii) S is embeddable into a group which is simultaneously its group of 
left and right quotients. 
(iii) C(S) is E-unitary and every a-class of C(S) contains an element 
of the form pop;’ for some a, bES. 
(iv) C(S) is an F-inverse semigroup whose maximal elements are right 
quotients of right units of C(S). 
Proof (i) implies (ii). As in the proof of the corresponding implication 
in Theorem 4.1, we conclude that S is embeddable into its group G of left 
quotients. Since S is also left reversible, for any x, YES, we have 
xS n yS # @ so there exist a, b E S such that xa = yb whence x-‘y = abb’. 
Thus G is also a group of right quotients of S. 
(ii) implies (iii). By Th eorem 4. I, Z(S) is E-unitary. The group G in 
the P-representation of Z(S) is a group of left quotients of S. According to 
Remark 4.9, we have 
as) = ((a x ~ly)ID=[(Sazh:a,,_,)a,,_,:-..la,:a, and 
X-‘y=a,a,’ . ..a.’ in G}. 
The o-classes of .X(S) consist of elements with the same group component 
in the P-representation of Z(S). By hypothesis, G is also a group of right 
quotients of S so that for any x-‘y E G there exist a, b E S such that 
x-‘y=ab-‘. I t o f 11 ows that pap;’ = (Sa:b, x-‘y) so that each o-class 
contains an element of the form p,pb*. 
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(iii) implies (iv). We show first that Z(S) is an F-inverse semi- 
group. In each o-class consider an element of the form pop;‘. Let 
PU,P‘$ -.P&‘~P,P,’ so that a, a, ’ . a,’ = ah ~ ’ in the group G of left 
quotients of S. Hence 
W,,p;;’ .-p&j)= C(Su,, :uzh- 1) uz-z: ... 1~2 :a, 
and d(p,p;‘)=Sh:a. In the light of Lemma 5.1, we obtain 
c (SU2h :u2h-,)u2&2: ... 1 a2 :a1 
=SnS~,~;‘nSu,u~‘u,u~‘n ... nSu,,u~~~,~~~u, ’ 
=SnSu,u,‘fLsu,u,‘u,u,‘n ... nstx-’ 
It follows that pII,p&‘. . .p;,’ <pop;‘, which proves that p,p; ’ is the 
greatest element of its o-class. Therefore Z(S) is an F-inverse semigroup. 
According to Lemma 5.2, the semigroup S is isomorphic to the &!-class 
of z of C(S’). We have seen above that the maximal elements of the a-class 
of C(S) are all of the form pap;’ with a, bE S. It is easy to see that 
C(S) g Z(S) by the isomorphism p --f ps for all p E C(S). Consequently 
each element maximal in a o-class of C(S) is a right quotient of right units 
of Z(S). 
(iv) implies (iii). By Theorem 4.1, we have that S is right reversible 
and cancellative. It remains to prove that S is left reversible. 
In view of Lemma 5.3, the hypothesis implies that in each o-class of Z(S) 
there is an element of the form pap;’ with a, b E S’. Clearly we may sup- 
pose that a, b E S. Therefore, for any x, y E S, there exist a, b E S such that 
P,‘Py r.7 Pap;‘, which, by Lemma 4.2, implies that x- ‘y = ub- ’ in the 
group G of left quotients of S. Consequently xu = yb, that is to say 
xS n yS # 0 and S is also left reversible. 
Remark 5.4. Example 3.6 of [6] shows that C(S) may be F-inverse 
without S being left reversible. Part of Theorem 5.3 improves [6, 
Corollary 3.53. 
We will now construct an F-representation of the semigroup C(S) when 
S is reversible and cancellative. To start with, we prove two auxiliary 
results. The first result concerns P-semigroups. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let S= (Y, G; X) and assume that S is an F-inverse 
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semigroup. Then X is a semilattice and Y has an identity E. Define an action 
ofGon Yby 
g.a=gcf A & (gEG, CIE Y). 
With this action (Y, G) is an F-pair and F( Y, G) = S. 
Proof By [9, VII.51 11, we have that X is a semilattice and Y has an 
identity. We now verify the axioms for an F-pair (see Definition 1.11): 
(i) l~a=lcl~~=~(~.s=tx, 
(ii) g.(crAB)=g(aAp)AE=gaAgBA&=g.aAg.p, 
(iii) g.(h.a)=g.(hcr A E)=g(hcr A E) A E=g(hol) A g& A & 
=(gh).cr Ag.&. 
Furthermore, 
(a, g)EF(Y,G)ocrgg+.eosggE A E 
oasg&og-‘ct5Eog-‘ae Y 
* (a, g) E P( K G; Xl. 
Therefore F( Y, G) coincides with S as a set. Finally, 
so that the multiplication in F( Y, G) coincides with that in P( Y, G; X). 
In order to use this lemma on the P-semigroup constructed in the 
preceding section, we need the meet [D, x, y] A [S, z, z] for any D E 9 
and x, y, z E S. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let S be a reversible cancellative semigroup and consider the 
P-representation P( Y, G; X) of C(S) constructed in the preceding section. Let 
x, y,zESand 
D=[(Sa,h:azh-,)alh-2: . ..]~~.a,. 
Then 
CD,X,yl A [s,Z,Z]=[(((Su,,:u,,~,)U,,~2: ..~)u2:u,)U:V,Z,Zl, 
where yu = xv. 
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Proof: By left reversibility of S, there exist U, u E S such that yu = xv and 
thus UK = y- ‘x. On the one hand, clearly 
[(((Sa,,:a,,~.,)a,,~,:~~‘~~,:~,}~:~,~,~liC~,~,~l. 
On the other hand. 
{((S%h :uZh- ,) aI&*: ... )u2:u,} u:u 
= (((((Sal :a*) u3 : ..‘) azhp, :a2h) aIh: ‘-‘) a2 :a,} u:v, 
which by the definition of T implies that 
=[{(((Sv:u)a, :u3: “.:u~h)a2h:“‘}a2:al,x, y] 
and thus 
CW%h :azh-,) a2h-2 : ... ) a, :a,} u:u, z, z] 5 [D, x, y]. 
Now let [T, x, y] 5 [D, x, y], where [T, x, y] E Y. This implies that 
there exist b,, b,, . . . . b,, E S such that 
in G and 
so that 
T= {(SbZk:b2k-‘)bZkp2: ..-} b2:b, 
[T,x,y]=[{(Sb,:b,)b,: -.} b2k~‘:b2k,z,~]. 
Since [T, x, y] 5 [D, x, y], it follows that T E D and hence T n D = T. 
The latter, together with Lemma 5.2, implies that 
T= ((((Sb,, :b,,-,) bZkpZ: -..) b, :b,)a’ : ... :aIh} aZh: ... :a’ 
=SnSa,a;‘n ... nSu,,a,‘_,...a;‘nSb,b,‘a,...a,‘a,,...a;’ 
n ... nSb,,b~~‘~~~b,b~‘u,~~~a~‘u,~~~~a~’ 
=SnSa,u;‘n ... nSa,,...a;‘nSvu~‘a,...u,‘u,,...a,’ 
nSb,b;‘a, ...a,la,,-..u;ln ... 
E {(((Sv:u)a,:u,)a,: ... :uzh)azh: . ..}a2.a,. 
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[T,x,y]~[((((Sv:u)u,:u,)u,:~~~:a,,)a,,:~’~}a,:u,,x,y] 
= C{((Sa,, :a*& ,) U2&2 : ... ) u2 :q} u:v, z, z] 
as required. 
We are now ready for the F-representation. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let S be u reversible cuncellutive semigroup. An F- 
representation of Z(S) can be constructed us follows. Let G be a group of left 
quotients of S and 9 = 9(S). Let G act on 92 by 
x-‘y * D= Du:v, 
where xu = yv. Thus (9, G) is an F-pair and the mapping 
$: P”,P,’ -p,; + (((Su,h:%- I) q?h-2: ..’ > a, :a,, x-‘y), 
where XC’y=u,u,’ . ..a.’ in G, is an isomorphism qf Z(S) onto F(G, 23) 
ProoJ: We know that C(S) is an F-inverse semigroup by Theorem 5.3. 
Let P( Y, G; X) be the P-representation of C(S) constructed in the 
preceding section. Letting 
D = {(SQ :u*h- ,)a&* : ... } a,:a,, 
in view of Lemma 5.5 and 5.6, we obtain 
x-‘y * CD, z, zl = CD, x, ~1 A IIS, z, ~1 
= CW~2, :a*& ,)a*&2 : ... ) u2 :a, > u:v, z, z] 
= [Du:v, z, z], 
where yu =xv, giving the above action. The result now follows by 
Lemma 5.5. 
6. A CATEGORY OF RIGHT CANCELLATIVE MONOIDS 
The purpose of this section is to prove that the category whose objects 
are right cancellative monoids with morphisms suitable homomorphisms is 
equivalent to a category whose objects are certain inverse semigroups and 
whose morphisms form a class of monoid homomorphisms. The functorial 
connections are, in one direction, taking of the inverse hull and, in the 
other direction, the restriction to the semigroup of right units (see [9, 
X.11). For the terminology, see [9, 1.141. 
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We start with a long sequence of auxiliary results and definitions. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S be an inverse monoid and C be the B-class of its iden- 
tity. Then C is a right cancellative monoid. If S is simple, then C is right 
reversible. 
Proof Let a,bEC. Then (ab)(ab))‘=abb-‘au’=aa-‘=I so abEC. 
If x E C and ax = bx, then a = uxx- ’ = bxx- ’ = 6. Thus C is right can- 
cellative. Now suppose that S is simple. In view of [2, Theorem 8.331, 
there exists XES such that (ab-‘)(abb’)-’ 2x-‘x and xx-’ = 1, the iden- 
tity of S. It follows that x E C and 
and thus also y = xab ~ ’ E C. Finally, 
xa=xu(b-‘ba-‘x-‘)(bb’ba-‘x-‘))I = (xubb’bu-lx-‘) xubb’b 
=(xabb’)b=rb. 
Therefore C is right reversible. 
The following definition will be used later to determine the objects of the 
category of inverse semigroups under study. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let S be an inverse monoid and C be the g-class of its 
identity. We say that S satisfies condition ( * ) if for any a, b E S the 
relations 
(i) (C:a)nC=(C:b)nC, 
(ii) xa=xb for every xE(C:u)nC 
imply a = 6. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let S be an inverse monoid and C be the B-class of its iden- 
tity 1. For any a,, a,, . . . . u2,,, b,, b2, . . . . b,, E C, considering the elements pa, 
and pb, of Z(C), the following statements hold: 
(i) d(p,,p;’ . ..p.l)= (C:a,u;’ . ..a.‘)nC. 
(ii) Zf ala,' ... a,’ = b’b,’ ... b,‘, then pr,p;’ ... p&,,’ = 
Pb,Pl+PF$ 
(iii) If S satisfies condition (*), then the converse of part (ii) holds. 
Proof (i) Let xEd(p,lp;l . . . p,;,’ ). Then xu, = yu, for some y E S. 
Since ya, = xu, E C, it follows that yu,u;’ y-’ = 1 whence yy-’ = 1 so that 
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~EC. Hence xa’a;‘=ya,a~‘=y~C; but yu3=xu’u~*uj=~u4 for 
some ZES with zu,~C. But then ZEC and hence xu,u;‘u,u~‘=z~C. 
Continuing in this way, we obtain xu, a; ’ . . . a~’ = w E C. Since x E C, this 
proves one inclusion in (i). 
Conversely, let XE C and assume that xu,u;’ ... a,’ = r0 E C. It follows 
that xu,u;‘~~-u~‘r~‘=r,r~‘=1 whence (xu,u;‘.--u~~,)(r,,u,,)-‘= 1. 
But T,,Q, is the inverse of xu, a; ’ . . . uZh _, , which yields that 
-1 
XUlU2 . . . u2h ~, = rOu2h E C. Consequently 
-I... 
XUlU2 u,~~,ESu~~~,nC=Cu,,~,, 
where the last equality can be proved along the same lines as [9, X. 1.31, . . which gives that xu,u;’ . . -a- 2h12 = rl E C. It follows from this, analogously 
as above, that xu’ a; ’ . . . u2,, _ ., = r, uZh _ 2. Continuing this procedure, we 
obtain xu’= rhP,u2, that is, x~d(p~,p, . ..p.,‘), which proves the 
opposite inclusion in (i). 
(ii) It follows from a’ a; ’ . . . a,’ = b, b; ’ . . . b2i’ that 
Wu,p;’ -+,:)=dh,p,’ -.P;;) 
and for every x E d(p,, p; ’ . . . pa;,’ ), 
XPu,P,’ ... P,: =xPh,Pg’ -.Pi$ 
which gives the desired equality. 
(iii) Assume that in Z(C) we have 
Pu,P,’ ... P,: =Ph,Pg’ -.P$ 
Set a = u’u, l . . . a,’ and b = 6, bg ’ . . .b,‘. Then part (i) immediately 
implies that (C:u)nC=(C:b)nC. We now let x~(C:u)nC and com- 
pute XP,, Pi; ’ . . . pa:. Indeed, 
-I PaI PO2 po2, - I 
x-xu,=x,u,-x,- ... -x;-‘U2j-’ 
-1 -I 
pQ ‘O2h 
= xia2i - xi - . . . - X6 
so that xp,,pa;’ . . . p -’ = x,,. It follows from the above sequence that 
u2h 
xu,u; ‘=x 1, xu,u;‘u,u,’ =x*, . ..) 
-1 
xa1a2 . ..u.‘=x,. 
One shows similarly that xp6,pb,’ . . . p;i = y, implies xb, b; ’ . . .b,’ = y,. 
The hypothesis that pa, p; * . . . p;; = pb, p& ’ . . p;L now implies that 
xu = xb. But then condition (*) gives a = b, as required. 
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It follows from Lemmas 5.2, 6.1, and 6.3 that right cancellative monoids 
are related to inverse monoids satisfying condition (*). By introducing 
suitable categories below, we will see that this relationship is actually 
functorial rendering the corresponding categories equivalent. It will be 
convenient to introduce the following concepts. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let 4 be a homomorphism of a semigroup S into a 
semigroup s’. Then 4 preserves divisors if for any a,, a,, . . . . aZh E S, we have 
(C(S%h :azh- ,) u2h-2: ...I a2 :a,) 4 
= C(S’(a2h~):(a2h-,~))(a2,-2~): ...l(4):(a191 
If S and s’ are monoids, then I$ is surjective on right units if 4 maps S onto 
S’ and if s4 99 1’ implies s W 1. 
We are now ready for the definition of the two categories. 
Notation 6.5. Let 
Ob V be the class of right cancellative monoids, 
Horn 41: be the divisor preserving homomorphisms of Ob %?, 
Ob Y be the class of inverse monoids generated by their right units 
and satisfying (*) (see Definition 6.2), and 
Horn Y be homomorphisms of Ob 9’ which are surjective on right 
units. 
Routine verification shows that both V and Y are categories. The 
equivalence of the categories % and Y will follow from the following lem- 
mas. 
LEMMA 6.6. For every C E Ob W, let Z(C) be its inverse hull and for each 
I$ E Horn %, say 4: C + C’, let 
(a,, a29 ...T u2h E c). (23) 
Then C is a functor from W to 9. 
Proof Let C E Ob %. We know by Lemma 5.2 that X(C) is an inverse 
monoid generated by the %class of its identity. We show next that C(C) 
satisfies condition (*). Indeed, let 
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Then 
so that for x E A, we have 
and therefore 
Conversely, 
Px P”, Pa; l 
if xed(po,p;’ . ..p.t), then xp,,p,’ --.p&! =y and 
. . . puyhl = pv, that is, 
Now let u,, a2, . . . . a2,,, b,, b,, . . . . b,, E C and assume that 
A = (R:p,,p$ -p,-,‘)n R. 
Taking into account (23), we have 
d(pa,p$ -p,;)=dh,p,,’ --~62:). 
Now assume also that for any XEA, we have 
It follows that for any x E d(p,lp;l .. . p;:), we obtain 
-1 -I 
lp’x 
PO1 pa* Pq/) 
+ z, 
-1 -1 
1p”x 
Pb,Pb2 ” Pbx 
’ 2% 
which implies that p=,pn,’ . . - pusf = pb,p~’ . . . p;;. This completes the proof 
of condition (*) and shows that C maps q into Y. 
We now let 4~ Horn %? and will show that .Z’(~)E Horn 9’. So let C, 
C’ E Ob V and 4: C + C’ be a divisor preserving homomorphism. In order 
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to prove that C(d) is single-valued, we let p,,p;‘...p;,’ =pb,pgl . ..p.-,‘, 
where a,, a2, . . . . a2,, b, , b,, . . . . b,, E C. Set 
Pl=Pu,+Pa;:-Pa;;,p, P2= Pb,)Pi$rPi$. 
Since 4 preserves divisors, we get dp i = dp,. Hence, for any x’ E dp I there 
exists x E d(pUlpa;’ . . . p$ ) such that x’ = x1+3. 
Let us compute x’p, and x’p,: 
where 
h -I 
x- Pa2 xa, =x,a2- x, - . ..----+ xh, 
Phi 4;’ 
x-xb,=y,b,- y,-.a.-~,. 
The hypothesis implies that x,, = y, whence x,,4 = yk#. Consequently for 
any x’ E dp, = dp,, we have x’p, = x’pz and thus pi = p2. Therefore C(4) is 
single-valued. It then follows easily that C(d) is a homomorphism of Z(C) 
onto C(C). 
Since Z(4) is a homomorphism of C(C) onto C(C), it maps right units 
of C(C) onto right units of Z(C). We now prove the converse of this 
statement. Indeed, let 1 and I’ be the identities of C(C) and Z(C), respec- 
tively, and let 
that is, 
Po,# Pa;: . . . P,$ Pau, . . . Pa29 P&f = f, 
which evidently implies that d(p,,,p;: . . . p,-,‘,) = C’. Hence there exists 
c’ E C’ such that a, 4 = c’(a,q5) and 
c’~C’(a,q5):(a,q5)=(Ca,:a,)q75 
and thus c’ = xi 4 with a, = xi a,. It follows that 
P,,9P,f-..P~~~=P.r,,P~,e...P,~~ 
= P(x,a,)) . . . Pa$s = I’ 
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and also 
PC?, P*, ’ . . . P,: = Px,as . . . Pi;. 
Continuing this procedure, in a finite number of steps, we obtain that 
Pa, PO;,’ . . . p - l= pXh for some xh E C. Since pXhp;’ = 1, it follows that Wh 
Po,P,’ ... Pa$Pa,,- Pu,P,’ = 13 
that is to say, pa,p;l . ..p.,’ is a right unit of C(C). Therefore 
Z( 4) E Horn 9’. 
The remaining axioms for a functor are verified without difficulty. 
Next we construct a functor in the opposite direction. 
LEMMA 6.7. For each SE Ob 9, let T(S) be the W-class of the identity of 
S, and.for every $ E Horn 9, say $1 S-r s’, let r($) = tjTCs,. Then r is a 
functor from Y to W. 
Proof Lemma 6.1 guarantees that T(S) belongs to Ob %? for any 
SEObY. Let $EHomY, say +:S -+ S’. Then r(+) is a homomorphism 
of T(S) onto r(S’) since $ is surjective on right units. We show next that 
r(JI) preserves divisors. Let 
be a divisor of r(S). One obtains directly that 
In order to prove the opposite inclusion, we proceed by induction on h. Let 
h= 1 and x’ElJS’)(a2+):(a,$). Then x’(a,II/)=y’(a,$) for some 
y’ E T(S) and hence (xal) + = (ya,) $ for some x, y E T(S). It follows that 
(xal)[(ya2) I/-’ = l’, the identity of IJS’). Since II/ is surjective on right 
units, we obtain (xal)( ya,)-’ = r E T(S), which gives (xal)(rya2)-’ = 1, the 
identity of S. But then (rya,)-’ is the inverse of both xa, and rya, and 
hence xa, = rya,. 
By induction, suppose that the property of preserving divisors is valid for 
every k < h. Let 
x’s C(r((S’)(a,,~):(a,,-,~))(a,,-,IC/): ...l(a211/):(411/). 
Then x’(a,$) = y’(a,$) for some 
Y’E C(r(S’)(a2,~):(a2,-,~))(a2,-21CI): ... 1~44Wwh) 
= {CUTS) a2h :azh-,) a2-*: ... 14 141 r($L 
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that is, y’ = y$ for some 
yEC(r(s)u,,:a,,-,)u,,~,:~~~]a,:a,. (24) 
Since x’ = x$ for some x E T(S), it follows that (xui) $ = (yuz) $ so that, as 
above, we conclude that xa, = ryu, for some r E T(S). Since divisors are left 
ideals, (24) gives that 
whence XE [(r(S) uZh :u,,-i) uzhP2: .+.I u2 :a,, which gives that x’=x$ 
E Df (t/j ), as required. 
The remaining axioms for a functor are verified easily. 
LEMMA 6.8. For every C E Ob % define a mapping q(C) by 
vl(c):c+P, (c E C). 
Then q is a natural equivalence between the functors IV and TX. 
ProoJ It follows from Lemma 5.2 that q(C) is an isomorphism of C 
onto fZ(C). If $ E Horn V, say 4: C + C’, then for any c E C, the diagram 
c - cl$ 
I I 
is commutative, which also renders the diagram 
commutative. 
LEMMA 6.9. For each SE Ob Y define a mapping t(S) by 
~(S):u,u;‘...u,‘~p,,p,‘...p,-,‘, 
where ul, a,, . . . . u2,, are right units of S. Then t is a natural equivalence of 
the functors I9 and CT. 
Proof. Since S is generated by its right units, c(S) is defined on all of S. 
Further, g(S) is single-valued by Lemma 6.3(ii) and is one-to-one by Lem- 
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ma 6.3(iii). Surjectivity and homomorphism properties of t(S) are obvious. 
Therefore r(S) is an isomorphism of S onto CT(S). If $ E Horn 9, say 
$: S+ S’, then for any right units a,, a,, . . . . aZh of S, the diagram 
is commutative, which also renders the diagram 
commutative. 
The preceding four lemmas can be summarized as follows. 
THEOREM 6.10. The quadruple (Z, r, q, [) is an equivalence of the 
categories W and 9’. 
We single out two classes of inverse monoids in which condition (*) is 
automatically satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 6.11. Let S be an E-unitary simple inverse monoid 
generated by C which is its W-class of the identity. Then C is right reversible 
and cancellative and S satisfies condition (*). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.8, we may suppose that S= P( Y, G; X) for a 
McAlister triple (Y, G; X). Then C is right reversible and right cancellative 
by Lemma6.1. Let (a, 1) be the identity of S. Then C= {(a, g)(g-‘clE Y}, 
so let (a, g)(cr, gi) = (~1, g)(cr, g2). It follows that gg, =gg, and thus g, = g,. 
Consequently C is also left cancellative. 
Let (/Ii, g,), (/I*, g,)ES and assume that 
(C:(P,, gl))nC=(C:UL gd)nC, (25) 
which is equivalent to 
(4 g)Ec:(Bl, g,)-=-(4 g)EC:(8*, g2) 
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and to 
(4 S)(Pl, 8,) = (4 u) for some UEG such that U-‘CLE Y 
* (a, g)(P*, &I = (4 0) for some u E G such that u ~ rtl E Y. 
It follows that 
aAgfl,=a,(gg,)-‘CrEY * a A @,=a, (gg,)-‘E y 
and thus 
a=gp,,g;yg-‘cc)E Y * a=gfl,,g;‘W’a)EY 
whence also 
which evidently gives that /?, = /12. Consequently (25) implies that p, = /I*. 
It is easy to see that simplicity of S implies that the action of G on Y is 
subtransitive [9, VII.1.16, Exercise (ii)]. Hence there exists g E G such that 
CI <g/I,. Since (a, 1) is the identity of S, it follows that a = g/I, and thus 
(aTg)E(C:(fll, gl))nC. But then 
(a, g)(B,, 8,) = (4 g)(P1 y g2h 
which implies that gg, = gg, and hence g, = g,. Therefore (fit, g,)= 
(bz, gz) and condition (*) is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 6.12. The full subcategory of 97 whose objects are can- 
celiative right reversible monoids is equivalent to the category whose objects 
are E-unitary simple inverse monoi& generated by their right units and whose 
morphisms are homomorphisms surjective on right units. 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.10 and 
Proposition 6.11. 
The second class satisfying (*) is the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.13. Every bisimple inverse monoid S satisfies condition 
(*I 
Proof Let S be a bisimple inverse monoid with identity 1 and the !JI?- 
class of the identity C. By bisimplicity, for every SE S, there exists XE S 
such that SSK’ =x-lx and xx- ’ = 1. It follows that s = ss-ts=x-‘(xs), 
where 
(xs)(xs)-~=xss-‘x-l =xX-lxx-‘= 1 
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so that x, XSE C. Now S is a semigroup of left quotient of C (see [9, X.11). 
Let a, b, c, dE C and assume that 
(C:a -‘b)nC=(C:c-‘d)nC (26) 
and that for every xE (C:a-‘b)n C, we have 
xa-‘6 = xc-Id. (27) 
By [9, X.1.33, we have Sb n C= Cb whence 
(Cl2 -‘b)nC= {xEC[xa-‘bEC} 
={xECI(xa-‘)bESbnC} 
= {xECI(xa-‘)bECb} 
= {xEC(xa -‘b=yb for some YEC} 
= {xECIxa-’ =y for some yEC} 
= {xECIx(ya)-‘=l for some yEC} 
={xECIx=yaforsomeyeC}=Ca, 
where the last but one equality holds since (ya)- ’ is the inverse of both x 
and ya. An analogous argument will show that (C:c-‘d) n C = Cc. 
Therefore (26) implies that Cu = Cc. It follows that a = UC and c= ua for 
some U, u E C for which uu = uu = 1. Taking into account (27), we obtain 
b=aa-‘b=ac-‘d=ucc-‘d=ud. 
We have proved that a-lb = c-‘d, as required. 
COROLLARY 6.14. The full subcategory of %? whose objects satisfy 
ClifSord’s condition is equivalent to the category whose objects are bisimple 
inverse monoids generated by their right units and whose morphisms are 
homomorphisms surjective on right units. 
Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 6.10 and Propositions 3.4 
and 6.13. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The theme of the preceding three sections, indeed of the entire paper, is 
the correspondence of properties of S and the properties of its inverse hull 
Z(S) when S is left reductive and right cancellative. Considering these 
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properties, we may impose some additional natural conditions on S and 
find the corresponding equivalent conditions on Z(S). This was actually 
done for right reversible cancellative semigroups in Section 4 and for rever- 
sible cancellative semigroups in Section 5. It seems a happy coincidence 
that in the first of these cases, the condition on Z(S) is a natural one as 
well, that is, C(S) is E-unitary. In the second of these cases, the class of 
C(S) is somewhat less natural, that is, Z(S) is an F-inverse semigroup 
satisfying an extra condition. 
It is equally natural to impose some conventional conditions on the 
inverse semigroup C(S) and ask for the equivalent conditions on S. As 
mentioned above, C(S) being E-unitary is one such condition. The problem 
of necessary and sufficient conditions on S in order that C(S) be F-inverse 
remains open. 
A different ype of condition on the inverse semigroup C(S) is to require 
that it belongs to a given variety or quasivariety of inverse semigroups 
(note that E-unitary semigroups form a quasivariety). As an example of 
this type of condition, we prove the following simple result. 
First recall from [9, 11.4.71 that an inverse semigroup S is called strict if 
it is a subdirect product of Brandt semigroups and/or groups and from [9, 
XII.4.61 that strict inverse semigroups form a variety determined by the 
identity (y-ixy)(y-‘xy))’ = (y-‘xy))’ (y-lxy). It is also of interest here 
that in the case C(S) is E-unitary, according to [9, VII.5.121, C(S) is a 
semilattice of groups if and only if in the P-representation of C(S), the 
group G acts trivially on the partially ordered set X. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let S be a left reductive right cancellative semigroup. 
If Z(S) is strict, then S is a group. 
Proof Assuming that E(S) is strict, we have for any a, b E S that 
P~lPbP~P;lPblPn=P;lPblPoP;lPbPu 
and thus polpa = p;‘p;‘pbpa so that I = pblpb = p6p; l. Hence for any 
Pa, Pa;,’ . . . pia1 E Z(S), we obtain 
(Pa, Pai ’ . ..p.-,‘)(p,,p,‘...p,-,‘)-‘=1 
and Z(S) is a group. 
It then follows that C(S) has only one idempotent, so that for any 
D E 9(S), we have rD = z an hence D = S. In particular, for any a E S, we get 
Sa = Sa2 : a = S and S is left simple. 
Let a E S. There exists x E S such that xu = a whence xa = x*a and by 
right cancellation x = x2. It follows that for every y, b E S, we have ( JJX) b = 
(yx)(xb). Since Sv = S, it follows that zb = z(xb) for all z E S. Now left 
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reductivity of S gives that b = xb, that is, x is a left identity of S. By left 
simplicity, we have x = ub for some u E S, and hence every element of S has 
a left inverse. Therefore S is a group. 
Note that the converse of Proposition 7.1 is trivially true. 
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